






Scope and Sequence

Units Themes Listening Speaking Reading Writing

1

The Conquer 
of Fears

COVID-19 Great Events -  A text about 
the Victory of 
October
- Letters from 
A Soldier

Descriptive 
Essay

2

Global 
Warming

Climate 
Change

Talk about 
Environmental 
Problems

- An article 
about 
desertification
- A text 
about Global 
Warming

Expository
Essay



Vocabulary Grammar Phonology Language 
Functions

Critical 
thinking Study skills

Declare, epic, 
confrontation, 
treaty, 
commemoration, 
tribute, 
patriotism, 
fortification, 
negotiation, 
celebration, 
happiness, 
flag, 
anniversary, 
sacrifice, 
prize, 
awarded, 
hold.

Present 
perfect & 
Past Simple

Linking: 
Consonant to 
Vowel

Expressing 
pride

What should 
you do if….?

Time 
Management

Average, 
contributor, 
fossilfuels, 
drought, 
malnutrition, 
shortage, 
ambiguous, 
concern, 
locally, 
long-haul, 
packaging, 
hysterical, 
major, barrier, 
degradation, 
overgrazing
domestic, 
accelerated, 
erosion, 
irrigated, 
accumulation, 
wobbles
orbit, mitigate, 
livestock, 
collapse, 
crisis, 
desalination, 
efficient, 
radical

Gerund 
Forms

Say it right:
The letter “u” 
in various 
ways

Describing a 
Problem & its 
Effect

Compare 
and Contrast 

Analyzing



Units Themes Listening Speaking Reading Writing

3

Prominent 
Figures

- Famous 
Figures
- Albert 
Einstein

Facts about 
Grand Imam

- An article 
about Grand 
Imam
-  A text about 
Success in 
Life

Narrative
Essay

4

Sports -Sports 
Centres
-Different 
kinds of sports

-Sports 
-Famous 
football 
players.

-A text about 
the
Importance of 
sports
- 
-Mohamad 
Salah

Narrative
Essay

Scope and Sequence



Vocabulary Grammar Phonology Language 
Functions

Critical 
thinking Study skills

Prestigious, 
prominent, 
jurisprudence, 
responsible, 
league, 
moderation, 
laud, influential, 
intellectual, 
literature, ambition, 
practitioner, 
reaction, category, 
application, 
competitive, enroll, 
donation.

- 
Compound 
Nouns
- Definite 
and 
Indefinite 
Articles

Say it right: 
Diphthong 
Sounds

Discussing 
Skills & 
Processes

Imaginary 
Situations

Summarizing

badminton , 
concentration, 
indulge, ,stamina, 
rational, reliever, 
supervision, 
contestant,  
qualified, 
supplement, 
brochure, 
combination, 
aerobics 
,aspiration, 
domain , role 
model, donate 
,ideal, propulsion, 
extreme ,exertion,  
spherical, 
,equipment, 
survival

-Correlative 
conjunctions 
–Verb+ 
gerund 
–Verb+ 
infinitive 
-Collocations

Say it right: 
The letter "g" 
in various 
ways.

Expressing 
interests

Understanding 
the 
importance 
of sports in 
our life

Managing
stress 



































































































































































































Unit 1
Lesson 2:
Dialogue: phone call
• Alia: Hi dear. How are you?
• Jasmin: I'm fine. Where were you 

yesterday, Alia? 
• Alia: I went to the bookshop with my 

brother Salem. We bought a book about 
October War.

• It is called "October War in Six Hours" 
•  Jasmin: Great. I read this book last April. 

It was about the 6 October War. 
• Alia: I can remember that I've learned 

about this victory in our history book. 
Our teacher told us 

• about this war and how it paved the 
way for the negotiations that  resulted 
in Peace Treaty. That's why, 

• the Nobel Peace prize was awarded to 
President El-Sadat, who is the leader of 
October War. He is really the man of 
war and peace.

• Jasmin: Right, this treaty was a great 
victory for all Arab countries and a 
reward for all soldiers who sacrificed 
their lives.

• Alia: Wait Jasmin. He's Salem.
• Jasmin: How are you, Salem?

• Salem: Fine. How do you do Jasmin?
• Jasmin: well. 
•  Salem: What about coming to my 

brother's wedding party? 
• Jasmin: Congratulations. When will the 

wedding be held?
• Salem: It will be on October 8th.
• Jasmin: Ok. I'll see.
• Salem: Are you going to participate in 

the occasion of the month?
• Jasmin: What is this occasion?
• Salem: It is October victory. Every 

year, our Armed forces celebrate the 
anniversary of the 6 October.

• Jasmin: That's right. The Armed forces 
are keen to spread patriotism and 
awareness among the 

• youth.  The 6 October war is an honour 
to every Egyptian.

• Alia: Would you like to celebrate with 
us?

• Jasmin: I'd love to. Where shall we meet? 
• Salem: We're going to Tahrir Square 

with our friends. You can join us.
• Jasmin: Ok. Today is Monday.Let's meet 

in Tahrir Square next Wednesday.
• Salim and Alia: Well, but don't forget to 

get the flag with you .

Tapescripts

Lesson 4: Listen to a dialogue between a doctor and a surrogate of a patient, then do 
the exercises that follow:
Dr Family
Hello is this Ms. Magy? I'm Dr Back from 

the COVID response team

Hi.

I understand your father has tested 

positive for COVID

Yes. I'm very worried. I feel guilty that he 

got it in a nursing home. I thought that 

place would be ok.
Anyone would be worried. And there is 

no way you could have known this would 

happen.

I suppose so.



Is it ok if we talk about what COVID means 

for your father?

Please.

May I first ask if you are the person who 

makes medical decisions for him.

Yes. I'm his surrogate whatever you call it. 

I have the papers.
Perfect. I like to make sure I'm talking to 

the right person.

That's me.

I need to give you some background. 

Most people who get COVID have a mild 

or moderate illness and don't need the 

hospital. The people who most often get 

a severe pneumonia with COVID are older 

and have existing medical problems, like 

your father. 

You know, I've heard that on the news but 

have been afraid to think about it. 

Well that's a very normal reaction. COVID 

has put all of us in a tough situation.

Yes. And I know that you are so busy.

We are doing our best under the 

circumstances. So, I hope your father has 

a mild case and can stay where he is. We 

can make sure he gets all the treatments 

he needs. However, if his COVID becomes 

severe, it will almost certainly take his life. 

I was afraid you would say that. My blood 

went cold.

It's not what any family member wants to 

hear. Given that, if the worst-case scenario 

happened and he was going to die, do you 

think he would rather be in the hospital or 

be at home—I mean at his nursing home.

Gosh. That's a big decision.

I can see that you want the best for him. Absolutely.
Let me put it another way. If he didn't have 

dementia and was as sharp as you or me. 

And he understood COVID and what would 

happen if he got a severe case. If he were 

sitting here with us, what would he say.? 

Oh, he would say, enough already. I'll stay 

here.

But I don't know.



It sounds to me like If you put on his hat 

and become him, he'd say ‘enough already. 

But if you put on your hat, you'd say, I don't 

know. Do I have that right? 

Yes. I'm not ready to lose him.

Tell me more. Time is not in our side. He's always been there for me and my kids.  

He's the backbone of the family. He always 

believed in me.
Would he believe in you now? To speak for 

him?

When you put it like that, I know the 

answer. I just don't like it.
It's not the kind of decision anyone wants 

to make. It does sound like you two may 

have talked about this?

He told me when he was first diagnosed 

with dementia, back then he was just a little 

forgetful, nothing big. We were driving to 

the park to walk the dog. He turned to me 

and said remember, when I can't do this 

anymore, it's time to let me go.
Wow, thank you for telling me that. 

I had kind of forgotten about that. Its 

funny—I can see him saying it to me.
Hmm. That kind of memory is a gift. Would 

it be ok to honor that?

Now it's clear to me. Let's keep him at his 

home.
Be optimistic . There is always a light at the 

end of the tunnel.

Yes, I hope that.

Unit 2
Lesson 2:
Listen to the interview between  two 
people talking about climate change then 
answer the questions that follow
• Amy: So speaking of climate change, 

what do you think are three things that 
we can do to try and personally help 
climate change—well, prevent climate 
change in our lives? What do you think? 

• Paul: Obviously, the big concern with 
climate change is the carbon emissions. 
So that would like lead me to look 
at my usage of fuel because that's a 
huge source of carbon emissions. So 
probably, I'd say, number one, reduce 

my car usage or transport usage. 
• Amy: Right. 
• Paul: I don't personally have a car and I 

always take the bus to work. 
• Amy: That's a good start then, isn't it? 
• Paul: Yeah. I'm not doing it trying to 

reduce the effects of carbon base; it's 
just that—yeah. Secondly, I think trying 
to source your foods locally. I think that 
would be a huge help too because it 
reduces the transportation of food. 
And I think in reality, I think we could 
produce a lot of what we need locally, 
you know. I don't think we should be 
eating strawberries in the middle of 
winter. I don't think we should be. I 



think we should try and eat seasonally 
as well, what's available to us. But 
we've become so used to being able 
to get what we want when we want it, 
and it's having a huge impact on our 
environment. 

• How about you, Amy? Do you have 
any ideas about how we can perhaps 
challenge—how we can perhaps 
address the problem? 

• Amy: It's interesting you mentioned 
about the carbon emissions. Obviously, 
it's really important to reduce those. 
And I do have a car and I need it to 
get places as most people do. And 
currently, I also live really, really far 
away from where I was born and raised 
so to travel to see my family, I need to 
take long-haul air flights. And I guess 
reducing those, it's the flights I think 
that contribute more towards carbon 
emissions than perhaps driving my 
car. So it's about making that balance, 
I think. Seeing your family versus being 
green, I think. 

• But it was an interesting point you said 
about also sourcing our food. I think 
that's something that we can definitely 
do. I agree with that and locally sourced 
food, I think will help reduce carbon 
emissions. 

• Small things as well like, if we're going 
food shopping. If we have to go food 
shopping, then, you know, taking your 
own bag. Stop using all the excess 
packaging, things like that. Where I 
live right now is a country that uses a 
lot of packaging and it makes me sad. 
I think the first thing I learnt to say in 
the language of that country was I don't 
need that bag, thank you. So, I mean, 
it's a very, very small step but I think if 
everybody tried to do it a bit more, it 
would help in a small way. 

• Paul: Yeah, I agree. Yeah. I tried to—
it drives me crazy how much plastic 

we use. And if you think about how 
much energy is going into producing 
that plastic, you know—yeah. I mean, 
people talk about cars and stuff but 
this production of plastic—I mean, I 
had a banana the other day and it was 
wrapped in plastic. 

• Amy: Oh no. 
• Paul: A banana. I mean, it's perfectly 

wrapped by nature yet they felt some 
reason to put it in plastic. I couldn't 
believe it. I almost wanted to—I almost 
had to laugh hysterically or cry. Yeah, a 
lot of it is crazy, you know.

https://www.elllo.org/english/1301/T1302-
amy-change-climate.htm

Lesson 4:
• Alice: Hello and welcome to six-minute 

English. I'm Alice
• Neil: And I'm Neil. I'm feeling a bit chilly 

today, Alice.
• Alice: Yes, it is unseasonably cold 

today, which means not normal for the 
time of year, but the weather is very 
unpredictable these days.

• Neil: I know what you mean.
• Alice: Global warming is the subject of 

today's show.
• Neil: Is global warming really something 

to worry about? Some people say that 
the Earth has warmed up in the past 
and nothing terrible has happened.

• Alice: The Earth has warmed up before, 
but this was the result of things like 
wobbles in the Earth's orbit. Not 
because of an increase of greenhouse 
gases in the atmosphere.

• Neil: Can we reverse the changes? 
• Alice: No, it's too late. And now we 

have to find ways to adapt to extreme 
weather, rising sea levels and melting 
polar ice caps. However, we can 
mitigate greenhouse gas emissions or 
make them less harmful. But before we 
talk more about this, I have a question 



for you. How much has the average 
temperature of the Earth's surface 
increased in the last hundred years? 
Is it a) 0.85 °C b) 1.85 °C c) 8.5 °C (°C 
degrees Celsius)?

• Neil: I'm going to go for the big one, 8.5.
• Alice: Well, we'll find out if you got the 

answer right later on, Neil. But first, 
do you know any ways to mitigate 
greenhouse gas emissions?

• Neil: I do, actually. An Argentinean 
company has started collecting cow 
emissions and converting them into 
usable energy

• Alice: As well as the world eats more 
meat. Methane emissions from 
livestock are actually becoming a bigger 
climate concern.

• Neil: And one day's worth of cow 
emissions provides energy to run a car 
for 24 hours.

• Alice: Ok, moving on now, so the world 
is going to have to adapt to global 
warming since we can't turn back 
the clock on climate change. And rich 
countries have the resources to do this 
whilst poorer countries don't. Let's hear 
from Saleem Al-Huq, director of the 
International Centre for Climate Change 
and Development in Bangladesh, 
talking about how this problem is being 
addressed.

• “Saleem Al-Huq: The rich countries 
have already pledged and promised 
$100 billion a year, starting from 2020, 
to cover all kinds of climate change 
activities, which in a climate change 
jargon; we call either mitigation or 
adaptation. 

• Interviewer: A year, but that's an 
enormous sum of money, 

• Saleem Al-Huq: Not that enormous 
compared to what they gave to the 
banking system when it collapsed. 
Climate change is a much bigger 
problem than the banking crisis.”

• Neil: Saleem Al-Haq interviewed on the 
BBC World Service Program News Hour 
Extra. Well, he says rich countries have 
pledged or promised to deliver $100 
billion a year to help poorer countries 
adapt to climate change. However, 
he suggests that this could have been 
larger since more money than this was 
donated to resolve the banking crisis.

• Alice: For example, after the devastating 
effects of Hurricane Sandy, New York 
City invested $10 billion on storm 
defenses to protect Manhattan and 
Wall Street.

• Neil: And where lack of water is a 
problem, countries like Australia, China 
and Spain have built desalination plants, 
which remove the salt from seawater 
to produce drinking water. But it's too 
expensive for developing countries to 
do this, even though they need them.

• Alice: So, in relative terms, $1 billion a 
year to help poor countries is a small 
sum of money when compared to their 
need. Countries like Bangladesh have 
developed homegrown technologies, 
which means produced locally, such 
as harvesting rainwater from their 
rooftops.

• Neil: Okay, Alice, and thinking about 
certain radical proposals for adaptation. 
Did you know there's a Dutch company 
that wants to build floating cities for us 
to live in?

• Alice: No, I didn't. 
• Neil: Yeah, Plans include 15 storey 

high rise buildings and floating food 
production.

• Alice: It sounds like it would be incredibly 
expensive. Has anyone actually built 
one?

• Neil: No, not so far. Let's hear from 
Mark Maslin, professor of climatology 
at University College London, talking 
about why this might be.

• “Mark Maslin: Remember, we're going 



to have nine and a half billion people by 
the middle of this century. Now if you 
think about it, think about the logistics 
of building a city floating for, say, 10 
million people and then multiply that up 
to 60 percent of nine and a half billion 
people. Ok, so don't think it's really cost 
efficient.”

• Neil: So, in practical terms, the logistics 
of building a large floating city probably 
wouldn't work, it wouldn't be cost 
efficient or good value for the money 
you paid.

• Alice: And logistics means the 
organization of a complex activity.

• Neil: On the other hand, the logistics 
of teaching farmers in Bangladesh to 
breed ducks instead of chickens, for 
example, would be relatively simple 
and cost efficient. And, since ducks 
float and chickens don't, it's a sensible 
adaptation to climate change.

• Alice: That's a great example, Neal. 
Now, I think it's time for the answer 
to today's quiz question. I asked How 
much has the average temperature of 
the Earth's surface increased in the last 
hundred years? Is it a) 0.85 °C b) 1.85 °C 
c) 8.5 °C (°C degrees Celsius)?

• Neil: And I said 8.5 °C. And I know I'm 
wrong.

• Alice: Well, yes, I'm afraid you are, 
Neal. The right answer is actually 0.85 
°C (naught point eight five degrees 
Celsius). And did you know that 13 of 
the 14 warmest years were recorded in 
the 21st century?

• Neil: I did not know that Alice, but I do 
know which words we learn today. They 
are: unseasonably, mitigate, pledged, 
desalination, homegrown, cost efficient, 
logistics.

• Alice: And that's the end of today's six-
minute English. Don't forget to join us 
again soon. 

• Neil: Bye

• Alice: Bye bye. 
https://ieltsband7.com/ielts-preparation/
ielts-listening/ielts-listening-sample-
questions-global-warming/

Unit 3
Lesson 2:
listen to two persons talking about sports 
centres and then answer these questions:
• A
• Hi, come in. I'm Maya. Hello everybody. 

Welcome to the Grange Park Sports 
Centre. I'll just show you round the 
centre and explain what we offer here, 
and then you can ask me questions. 
Well, as you can see, this is quite a small 
centre but we offer a lot of different 
activities at different times of the day. 
If you'd just like to come through here, 
you can see the main rooms. These are 
nice and light and airy and we have a 
very good air-conditioning system so 
they are warm in the winter and cool 
in the summer. Here we have classes 
of yoga, tai chi, Pilates and Zumba at 
different levels. We also have different 
types of dance class: jazz dancing, Indian 
dancing and Latin dancing. Oh, and 
we've just started offering flamenco. 
All our teachers are fully qualified 
and experienced. We have beginner's 
classes up to advanced. Some of our 
students have been coming since we 
opened, ten years ago.

• So, if you could follow me through here 
- mind the steps here - we've got the 
sauna and massage rooms. We have 
very reasonable prices for massages. 
And over here we have the gym with 
exercise machines. It's quite a small 
gym, but usually there's plenty of room 
for people to move around without 
any problems. OK, that's about it. Over 
there we have the changing rooms 
with showers. You do need to bring 
your own towel if you want a shower, 
but you don't need to bring a mat for 



the yoga and Pilates classes. Oh, and I 
must mention the café. It's just off the 
main entrance. That's very popular with 
our clients; we have a great selection 
of teas, fresh juices, sandwiches and 
cakes.

• Right, the prices. You can join for three 
months, six months or a year and that 
gives you the right to use the gym and 
go to two classes a week. If you want 
to go to more classes or use the sauna, 
there's a small extra charge. For three 
months the fee is …

• B
• OK, let me show you the gym. My 

name's Bill and I'm the main sports 
trainer here, but we have a team of 
four specialists who are always around 
to help you with exercise programmes 
and give advice about lifestyle and diet. 
We strongly recommend that you talk 
to one of us as soon as you sign up 
and set up your personalized training 
programme. So, through here we have 
the main gym. As you can see, it's 
enormous and we have lots of brand-
new machines. You can do everything 
here, running, cycling, rowing, weights 
… you name it. Although we have a lot 
of clients, it's very unusual to have to 
wait for a machine. Over there is the 
area for weight-training. If you want a 
closer look at the machines, you can 
come back later. Oh, by the way, you 
can only come in here with trainers on. 
No outdoor shoes, please.

• OK, through here we have the swimming 
pool. It's great, isn't it? We're very proud 
of it. You can use it most of the time 
without booking, but there are certain 
times of day when we have swimming 
classes and water aerobics. There is 
always a lifeguard in attendance who will 
also offer informal swimming tips. OK, 
just over there you have the changing 
rooms and lockers, and on the right are 

the bathrooms and showers. We have 
our own shop, here, where you can buy 
our own brand of sportswear and sports 
drinks and supplements. Right, I can see 
you're impressed, and as I said, we're 
very proud of our centre. However, I 
should warn you that we are slightly 
more expensive than other gyms in the 
area – but then we offer a much higher 
level of services and a very wide range 
of activities. Here's a brochure with 
the timetables of the extra classes that 
we offer, such as boxing, taekwondo 
and capoeira and quite a few others, 
besides swimming activities: swimming 
classes, diving classes, water aerobics 
and water polo. OK, so have a look at the 
brochure, then you can speak to one of 
the secretaries in reception about the 
best combination of activities for you.

Sited from https://learnenglishteens.
britishcouncil.org

Lesson 2:
• It is the self-propulsion of a person 

through water, usually for recreation, 
sport, exercise, or survival. It helps 
to control breathing, which is often 
neglected by many, with all its 
importance in all sports, including 
muscle building or other sports.

• It is a team sport played with a spherical 
ball between two teams of eleven 
players and it is one of the most popular 
sports in the world.

• It is an extreme sport. Extreme sports 
are activities perceived as involving 
a high degree of risk. These activities 
often involve speed, height, a high level 
of physical exertion. Participants enjoy 
the thrill and excitement of danger 
while testing their athletic limits.   It is 
like putting your life in unnecessary 
danger just for fun purpose. There is a 
very high possibility of injuries even with 
the safety precautions. Also, sometimes 



a person may not realize the fragility of 
one's health and may get into trouble. 
is a sport in which a person jumps 
from an aircraft and falls for as long as 
possible.

• One of the main advantages of this sport 
is that it can be done almost anywhere, 
any time, and doesn't require a lot of 
expensive equipment: just get yourself 
some suitable shoes and you're away! 
When you start doing it You should start 
slowly. You should take water with you. 
Don`t walk when it`s sunny or dark.

• It is a sport that can be played 
individually against a single opponent 
(singles) or between two teams of two 
players each (doubles). Each player 
uses a racket that is strung with cord to 
strike a hollow rubber ball covered with 
felt over or around a net and into the 
opponent's court.

Unit 3
Lesson 2:
Listen to 3 short paragraphs about 
famous figures  and then answer these 
questions: 
• TAHA HUSSEIN (1889-1973),is said to be 

one of the most influential 20th century 
Egyptian writers and    intellectuals, 
being awarded the nickname: ‘Dean 
of Arabic Literature’. He contributed 
hugely to the modernist movement in 
the Arab World. Hussein studied in the 
college of Arts focusing on Religion and 
Arabic literature at Al-Azhar University. 
He went through most of his life without 
his sight, the tragic result of a procedure 
performed by an unskilled practitioner. 
In spite of this, Hussein maintained his 
ambitions as a writer, producing works 
such as: Al Ayam , Wednesday Talk, 
A Man of Letters and The Call of the 
Curlew. Modified www.goodreads.com/
author/show/814936.Taha_Hussein

• Ahmed H. Zewail(1946- 2016), was an  
Egyptian-born chemist who won the 

Nobel Prize for Chemistry in 1999 for 
developing a rapid  laser technique that 
enabled scientists to study the action 
of atoms during chemical reactions. 
The breakthrough created a new 
field of physical chemistry known as 
femtochemistry. Zewail was the first 
Egyptian and the first Arab to win a 
Nobel Prize in a science category.

• Zewail attended the University of 
Pennsylvania, where he earned a 
doctorate in 1974. Two years later 
he joined the faculty at the California 
Institute of Technology, and in 1990 he 
was selected as the school’s first Linus 
Pauling Professor of Chemical Physics. 
Zewail also served as a visiting professor 
at a number of institutions, including 
Texas University, the University of Iowa, 
and American University at Cairo. In 
2011,he founded Zewail City of Science 
and Technology, a premier institute of 
technology in Cairo. Zewail’s discovery 
enabled scientists to gain more control 
over the outcome of the chemical 
reaction, and it was expected to have 
many applications.

• Bill Gates, born in 1955, is a well-
known man in twenty-first century. He 
belongs to one of the richest people 
in the world. Bill Gates as a boy , was 
very competitive and depth thinker. His 
parents decided to enroll him in the 
private preparation school, Lakeside 
School. Gates soon excelled in a wide 
variety of subject ranging from Math, 
Science, English Literature.

• At the age of 13, he was already 
doing some elementary computer 
programming. Bill Gates and his 
friend, Steve Ballmer opened their own 
company, Microsoft in 1976. Microsoft 
began to expand.  In 1985, Microsoft 
had generated 140 million dollars in 
sales in just that year alone.

• Gates has also provided personal 



donations to educational institutions. In 
1999, Gates donated $20 million to the 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology 
for the construction of a computer 
laboratory named the "William H. Gates 
Building" 

• Bill Gates changed the way the world 
operates. He made life easier for 
humans to live in by  getting  tasks done 
within seconds at a time, creating several 
multitasking software programs. Bill 
Gates will forever be remembered as a 
business man,  and investor. Bill Gates 
with multiple products allowed the 
technology field to expand and become 
more competitive, always setting the 
risks much higher, and presented a 
field with endless surprises.

Lesson 2:
• listen to a text about Albert Einstein , 

then answer the questions that follow.
• Albert Einstein was a German-born 

physicist, although most people probably 
know him as the most intelligent person 
who ever lived. His name has become 
part of many languages when we want 
to say someone is a genius, as in the 
phrase, “She’s a real Einstein”. He must 
have been pretty brainy to discover the 
Theory of Relativity and the equation 
E=mc2.

• In 1999, ‘Time’ magazine named 
Einstein as the Person of the Century. 
No one could have guessed this would 
happen when he was at school. He 
was extremely interested in science 
but hated the system of learning by 
heart. He said it destroyed learning and 
creativity. He had already done many 
experiments, but failed the entrance 
exams to a technical college. He didn’t let 
this setback stop him. When he was 16, 
he performed his famous experiment 
of imagining traveling alongside a 
beam of light. He eventually graduated 

from university, in 1900, with a degree 
in physics. Twelve years later he was 
a university professor and in 1921, he 
won the Nobel Prize for Physics. He 
went on to publish over 300 scientific 
papers.

• Einstein is the only scientist to become a 
cult figure, a household name, and part 
of everyday culture. He once joked that 
when people stopped him in the street, 
he always replied: "Pardon me, sorry! 
Always I am mistaken for Professor 
Einstein.” Today, he is seen as the typical 
mad, absent-minded professor, who 
just happened to change our world. 

https://famouspeoplelessons.com/a/albert_
einstein.html


